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Abstract: This is a review (by no means comprehensive) of how the stem cell niche evolved 

from an abstract concept to a complex system, implemented with a number of experimental data 

at the cellular and molecular levels, including metabolic cues, on which we focused in particular. 

The concept was introduced in 1978 to model bone marrow sites suited to host hematopoietic 

stem cells (HSCs) and favor their self-renewal, while restraining clonal expansion and commit-

ment to differentiation. Studies of the effects of low oxygen tension on HSC maintenance in vitro 

led us to hypothesize niches were located within bone marrow areas where oxygen tension is 

lower than elsewhere. We named these areas hypoxic stem cell niches, although a low oxygen 

tension is to be considered physiological for the environment where HSCs are maintained. HSCs 

were later shown to have the option of cycling in low oxygen, which steers this cycling to the 

maintenance of stem cell potential. Cell subsets capable of withstanding incubation in very 

low oxygen were also detected within leukemia cell populations, including chronic myeloid 

leukemia (CML). The oncogenetic Bcr/Abl protein is completely suppressed in these subsets, 

whereas Bcr/Abl messenger ribonucleic acid is not, indicating that CML cells resistant to low 

oxygen are independent of Bcr/Abl for persistence in culture but remain genetically leukemic. 

Accordingly, leukemia stem cells of CML selected in low oxygen are refractory to the Bcr/Abl 

inhibitor imatinib mesylate. Bcr/Abl protein suppression turned out to be actually determined 

when glucose shortage complicated the effects of low oxygen, indicating that ischemia-like 

conditions are the driving force of leukemia stem cell refractoriness to imatinib mesylate. 

These studies pointed to “ischemic” stem cell niches as a novel scenario for the maintenance 

of minimal residual disease of CML. A possible functional relationship of the “ischemic” with 

the “hypoxic” stem cell niche is discussed.

Keywords: hypoxia, ischemia, chronic myeloid leukemia, stem cell niche, leukemia stem cell, 

drug resistance

More than one stem cell niche: places where stem 
cell maintenance is modulated
The stem cell niches
The environment where hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) are maintained was conceptu-

ally modeled and defined “stem cell niche” by Ray Schofield in 1978.1 The predicted 

function of stem cell niche was to maintain stem cell potential by preventing HSCs 

from commitment to clonal expansion and differentiation, so that if HSCs proliferate, 

they do as stem cells, ie, without losing stem cell potential (self-renewal). The model 
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was in keeping with the findings that HSCs and hematopoietic 

progenitor cells (HPCs) are selectively compartmentalized, 

rather than randomly distributed, within bone marrow (BM), 

relatively less mature progenitors being preferentially located 

close to the bone surface and more mature progenitors near 

the central sinus.2–7 Transplanted hematopoietic cells were 

shown to behave likewise in the course of homing into 

BM.8

Hints about the actual association of HSCs to defined 

bone/BM areas were also published as early as 1978.9 

 However, the intercellular relationships leading to the defini-

tion of the so-called endosteal (or paraendosteal) niches were 

characterized much later.10–18 An alternative niche scenario 

emerged with the finding that, in BM, HSCs can also interact 

with the sinusoidal endothelium.19 Tissue areas characterized 

by such an occurrence were named vascular (or perivascular, 

or perisinusoidal) niches.19,20 It has been estimated that about 

60% of BM HSCs are located around blood vessels.21

The relationship between endosteal and vascular niches 

represents a critical aspect of HSC maintenance and clonal 

expansion.21–24 Accumulated evidence supports the model 

that HSCs generate HPCs that migrate, as they expand clon-

ally and differentiate, to blood vessels at the center of the 

BM cavity,8 where their transendothelial migration is driven 

together with that of mature cells, resulting in the release into 

blood circulation. Accordingly, the vascular niche seems to 

be the site where actively dividing HPCs are located.15,17,19 

However, it has been shown that blood sinuses may be 

close to the bone surface25 and that HSCs may be adjacent 

to the endosteum as well as to endothelial cells in both BM 

and the spleen.19 This suggests that HSCs, rather than being 

compartmentalized in different niches, may be subjected to 

antagonistic stimuli acting within a continuum niche space. 

Properties and regulative role of different niches and the 

relative distribution of HSCs and HPCs are summarized 

in Figure 1. Many features of the niche environment at the 

tissue, cellular, intracellular, and molecular level have been 

characterized. To deepen these issues is beyond the scope of 

this paper, so we refer to some (among a number of them) 

excellent and extensive reviews,17,26–29 as well as to many 

references therein.

The “hypoxic” stem cell niche
The first information about the effects of reduced oxygen 

tension on hematopoiesis came from the observation that the 

clonal growth of HSCs/HPCs is enhanced in an incubation 

atmosphere at ∼7% O
2
 when compared to air (19%).30 One of 

the few later studies31–36 in the field showed that HSCs/HPCs 

residing within the compact bone, to the contrary of those 

located in paraendosteal regions and BM cavity, are resis-

tant to ionizing radiations and sensitive to misonidazole, an 

enhancer of cytotoxicity in hypoxic cells.32

In the early 1990s, our laboratory was the first to address 

directly the effects of incubation in atmosphere at very low 

oxygen concentration (1%) on HSC maintenance.37 We found 

that 1) the overall murine hematopoiesis is inhibited at 1% 
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Figure 1 Niche properties and distribution of hematopoietic stem and progenitor cell subsets. Top triangles: decrease or increase of environmental concentrations of 
stem/progenitor cell-extrinsic factors regulating the balance between stem cell maintenance and clonal expansion. Bottom triangles: nutrient supply to the different niche 
environments and metabolism in stem/progenitor cell subsets.
Abbreviations: HSCs, hematopoietic stem cells; LT, long-term; ST, short-term; HPCs, hematopoietic progenitor cells; MPPs, multipotent progenitor cell.
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oxygen, 2) the resistance of immature cells to 1% oxygen 

is higher the higher their level within the hematopoietic 

hierarchy, 3) short-term repopulating HSCs are maintained 

at 1% oxygen better than in air, so that 4) at 1% oxygen, 

HSCs are selected and enriched within the hematopoietic 

cell population.37–39 The effects of such stem cell-selective 

oxygen concentrations (1%–1.5%) were confirmed for 

human cells40–43 and extended to include long-term repopu-

lating HSCs.44

On the basis of the in vitro data summarized above, 

we put forward the hypothesis of the existence in vivo of 

hypoxic HSC niches, where very low oxygen tensions favor 

maintenance and self-renewal of HSCs while restraining 

their clonal expansion, thereby protecting stem cell potential 

from exhaustion.37 A point crucial to this hypothesis is that 

oxygen tensions in vivo corresponding to those obtained 

in vitro using a 1%–1.5% oxygen-incubation atmosphere 

represent a physiological feature of stem cell niche, imply-

ing that an environment that is hypoxic for the bulk of 

hematopoietic cells is actually normoxic for HSCs. This 

issue is reviewed elsewhere.45–47 Accordingly, from here 

on, the “hypoxic” conditions suitable for HSC maintenance 

will be referred to as “low oxygen”, and the term “hypoxic” 

maintained only in conjunction with niche (hypoxic niche). 

Our hypothesis was strongly confirmed and enriched with 

experimental data, so that a clear relationship was established 

between the BM sites where oxygen tension is lowest and 

those where HSC maintenance and self-renewal are ensured 

(endosteal niches).17,21,48–56

HSC cycling at low oxygen
Low oxygen tension may ensure not only the best conditions 

for HSC maintenance but also their expansion with respect 

to time zero, provided an appropriate combination of stem 

cell-active factors is added to cultures.38 A corollary of these 

results is that the regulative role of tissue oxygen tension on 

hematopoiesis is integrated with those of other environmen-

tal factors, such as cytokines. The finding that the stem cell 

compartment can expand in low oxygen prompted us to verify 

whether stem cells can cycle in low oxygen, by treating cultures 

with 5-fluorouracil (5FU), a cell cycle-specific antiblastic drug. 

The maintenance of stem cell potential, assessed as described,57 

in cultures incubated in low oxygen was highly sensitive to 

5FU, which determined the suppression of two-thirds of this 

potential, while a third was 5FU-resistant. The most straight-

forward explanation of these results is that two-thirds of HSCs 

were cycling at the time of treatment, and that, in low oxygen, 

HSCs have the option between cycling and quiescence.57 These 

in vitro data support the compatibility of the “hypoxic” HSC 

niche environment in vivo with HSC cycling.56,58

Experiments carried out by PKH26 labeling and flow 

cytometry showed that, in low oxygen, stem cell potential is 

markedly enhanced in cells that have undergone one replica-

tion cycle, while it is rapidly lost when cycling is sustained 

beyond the first cycle. In air-incubated cultures, on the other 

hand, this loss occurs independently of the number of cycles 

accomplished.59 Thus, incubation in low oxygen allows but 

also restrains HSC cycling, resulting in optimal conditions 

to steer cycling in favor of the maintenance of stem cell 

potential. A reasonable comment on these findings is that 

HSC self-renewal is ensured immediately after their rescue 

from quiescence to cycling in low oxygen. In this perspec-

tive, low oxygen within the stem cell niche appears a factor 

driving dynamic stem cell maintenance, rather than a condi-

tion enforcing static stem cell maintenance via induction of 

quiescence. Thus, a location of stem cell niche in tissue areas 

at low oxygen tension contributes to define a scenario where 

the regulation of maintenance and cycling of HSCs relies not 

only on their direct contact with the niche structure or on the 

availability of soluble cytokines but also on the overall nature 

of the environment where the niche is located.56,58,60

Besides those on HSC cycling, hypoxia has other effects, 

eg, on gene expression and metabolic adaptation. A summary 

of these effects would exceed the limits of this review, so we 

refer to others for an extensive description and discussion 

of the topic.52–56,61–63

One more stem cell niche: a place 
where leukemia stem cells  
are drug-insensitive
“Hypoxia” and drug resistance  
of leukemia cells
The first attempt to establish the effects of low oxygen tension 

in the incubation atmosphere on (acute lymphoblastic) leuke-

mia cells was published in 1978.64 However, in this case, like 

in that of normal hematopoiesis,30 the oxygen concentration 

used (∼7%) was much higher than what is nowadays com-

monly defined “hypoxia”, according to either the threshold 

for degradation of the hypoxia-inducible factors ($2%) or for 

pimonidazole staining (#1.3%). In our laboratory, instead, 

a stem cell-selective oxygen concentration (see above) was 

used to investigate leukemia stem cells (LSCs) of chronic 

myeloid leukemia (CML), and in particular their sensitivity 

to the tyrosine-kinase inhibitor (TKi) imatinib mesylate (IM) 

(Gleevec®; Novartis, East Hanover, NJ, USA), the prototype 
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TKi used for CML therapy. In these studies, the effects of an 

oxygen concentration as low as 0.1% on the maintenance of 

stem cell potential were evaluated as described,57,65,66 together 

with those on the expression of the oncogenetic Bcr/Abl fusion 

protein responsible for the pathogenesis of CML and main 

target of IM. Total cell number in cultures of several differ-

ent CML cell populations (from stabilized lines or primary 

explants) was 1-log reduced with respect to time zero as a 

consequence of incubation in low oxygen. In the remaining 

cells, Bcr/Abl protein (as detected by immunoblotting) was 

completely suppressed, whereas Bcr/Abl messenger ribo-

nucleic acid (mRNA) was not, indicating that CML cells 

capable of withstanding low oxygen are independent of Bcr/

Abl for persistence in culture but remain genetically leukemic. 

Indeed, when these cells are transferred to growth-permissive 

incubation conditions in air, cultures are repopulated with Bcr/

Abl protein-expressing cells. Thus, CML cell adaptation to 

low oxygen is paralleled by reversible Bcr/Abl protein sup-

pression.67–69 Whether this suppression is driven via posttran-

scriptional, translational, and/or posttranslational mechanisms 

is currently under investigation in our laboratory.

When the stem cell potential of Bcr/Abl protein-negative 

cells was measured following transfer to growth- permissive con-

ditions, this potential was totally or largely maintained, although 

it was exploited according to a different kinetics of repopula-

tion of secondary cultures incubated in air. The maintenance of 

stem cell potential was also found completely insensitive to the 

treatment of “hypoxic” cultures with IM, apparently because 

its molecular target was suppressed. Such refractoriness to IM 

seems to indicate that Bcr/Abl protein suppression in hypoxia 

is actually complete (and that Western blotting does not overes-

timate Bcr/Abl protein suppression). Full sensitivity to IM, on 

the other hand, is rescued in the course of clonal expansion of 

LSCs following their transfer from low oxygen to air.67,68

The results summarized in this section were the first to 

link IM resistance to the suppression of Bcr/Abl protein, and 

this suppression in turn to the capacity of a subset of CML 

cells to survive in the “hypoxic” stem cell niches ensuring 

HSC maintenance. The question of the metabolic adaptation 

to low oxygen of this “LSC-like” subset of CML cells, such as 

that of HSCs, is beyond the scope of this review; we address 

elsewhere some points relevant to this issue.68,70

Another way to the iM resistance  
of CML cells
The Bcr/Abl-dependent or -independent mechanisms 

traditionally believed to determine resistance to IM 

are: 1) BCR/ABL mutations affecting IM binding to the 

Bcr/Abl protein; 2) BCR/ABL amplification or increased 

transcription,  resulting in an increased Bcr/Abl protein 

expression level,71 a view that has been challenged;72,73 3) 

mutations not involving BCR/ABL and determining Bcr/Abl-

independent survival and proliferation74,75 (mutation-driven 

loss of oncogene addiction); 4) enhanced activity of drug 

exporters in LSCs; and 5) LSC quiescence. Our studies66–69 

led to the emergence of mechanism 6: Bcr/Abl protein sup-

pression enforced in LSCs within the “hypoxic” stem cell 

niches and acting independently of whether LSCs are cycling 

or quiescent (see next paragraph). Thus, mechanism 6 relies 

on the primary resistance (more appropriately referred to as 

refractoriness) of LSCs to IM due to the lack of its molecular 

target, a property which characterizes LSCs in relation to 

their capacity to home stem cell niches. It is worth stressing 

here the “simplicity” of mechanism 6, consisting in the fact 

that to explain IM resistance, it does not need to postulate 

secondary mutations occurring in a CML cell subset. Mecha-

nism 6 rather hints at a phenotypical adaptation of LSCs, 

which is indeed fully reversible when microenvironmental 

changes allow reexpression of Bcr/Abl protein. A marked 

heterogeneity of phenotype among genetically identical cells 

has been shown in many situations,76 implying that leukemia 

cell populations, including cell lines, represent a continuum 

of phenotypes with different survival, growth, and differen-

tiation properties.

How LSCs of CML behave  
within the “hypoxic” niche
CML cells capable of withstanding low oxygen apparently 

lose their growth advantage over normal hematopoiesis as a 

consequence of the forced suppression of Bcr/Abl-dependent 

signaling. However, there is no reason to suppose that under 

these conditions, LSCs are also deprived of the physiological 

properties of HSCs, such as the capacity to survive and cycle 

in low oxygen. Indeed, Bcr/Abl protein-negative LSCs were 

found to be in significant part sensitive to 5FU (Giuntoli S, 

Tanturli M, Dello Sbarba P, unpublished data, 2010). Thus, 

in low oxygen, LSCs of CML are likely to return to an HSC-

like phenotype, losing the oncogene addiction (ie, the depen-

dence on oncogene-conferred survival and proliferation 

signals) of the bulk of the leukemia population and possibly 

rescuing the dependence on physiological signals generated 

in the microenvironment.77,78 A crucial issue is that, given 

the unstable genotype of CML cells, LSC cycling in low 

oxygen sustains not only dynamic stem cell maintenance but 
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also neoplastic progression, as transmission of mutations to 

progeny requires cell cycling. In this context, progression 

may well include the acquisition of secondary mutation/s, 

listed as case mechanism 1 in the  section “Another way to 

the IM resistance of CML cells.” Thus, cycling of LSC in low 

oxygen, being like that of HSCs most probably coupled to 

self-renewal but not clonal expansion,60 results in the long-

term maintenance of subclinical yet progressing disease. We 

define such a scenario as dynamic maintenance of minimal 

residual disease (MRD). We do not refer here, of course, 

to MRD that remains detectable forever in the absence of 

treatment as well as of relapse, and therefore actually cor-

responds to the clinical, if not biological, cure of disease. 

Rather, dynamic MRD describes the maintenance of an 

unstable equilibrium that is eventually unbalanced to lead to 

relapse.76 On this basis, one can argue that cycling of Bcr/Abl 

protein-negative LSCs in low oxygen explains better than 

LSC quiescence the combination of neoplastic progression 

with the maintenance of refractoriness to TKi.

All these factors led to the important conclusion that 

the refractoriness to TKi exhibited by LSCs in low oxygen 

is the effect of an adaptive phenotypical modulation that is 

reversibly enforced under environmental metabolic pres-

sure in potentially all LSCs (and not in a minor subset of 

them), rather than a genetically blocked property that is 

stably transmitted to a fraction of the progeny as a per-

manent character. This is in keeping with the chiaroscuro 

model proposed for the control of normal hematopoiesis,79 

based on a reversible transition between the stem and 

progenitor cell phenotypes. The relevance of this model 

to the interpretation of our experimental data is discussed 

elsewhere.66,68 However, it is worth pointing out here that 

our view of an environment-driven bouncing between the 

LSC and the leukemia progenitor cell (LPC) phenotypes 

is compatible with the findings of equal or higher Bcr/Abl 

expression in primary LSCs when compared to LPCs, as 

well as of the TKi resistance of CML progenitors shown to 

be Bcr/Abl-positive by fluorescence in situ hybridization or 

polymerase chain reaction.72,73,80–83 We believe indeed these 

progenitors to be, by and large, Bcr/Abl mRNA-positive/

Bcr/Abl protein-negative, and the reversible chiaroscuro 

modulation of Bcr/Abl protein expression to occur only 

under metabolic pressure in selected tissue areas. This 

represents a simple answer to the question whether TKis 

inhibit Bcr/Abl kinase activity in CML cells responsible for 

MRD.84,85 In conclusion, if the only feature that differenti-

ates LSCs of CML from HSCs is actually the presence of 

BCR/ABL gene, not Bcr/Abl protein function, then efforts 

to enhance inhibition of Bcr/Abl protein enzymatic activity 

via the development of more potent inhibitors appear useless 

if one wants to target LSCs.

The “ischemic” leukemia/cancer  
stem cell niche
The mechanisms underlying the fluctuations of Bcr/Abl 

protein expression observed in low oxygen were deepened 

by varying time-zero cell density and glucose concentra-

tion in CML cell cultures.68 We found that in low oxygen, 

although cell growth is markedly inhibited in comparison to 

air, the cell population is nevertheless capable of expanding 

significantly with respect to time zero, in keeping with the 

aforementioned capacity of normal hematopoietic and leuke-

mic cells to cycle in hypoxia.57,59,65 On the other hand, glucose 

availability emerged as the crucial condition modulating the 

size of the CML cell population in low oxygen as well as the 

level of Bcr/Abl protein expression. It turned out, indeed, that 

culture expansion is possible in low oxygen until glucose is 

no longer available in culture medium. This is a frequent 

occurrence, due to the enhanced glucose-consumption rate 

(the Pasteur effect) typical of cell metabolism in low oxygen. 

After the onset of glucose shortage, the number of viable 

cells decreases, leading to the selection of a relatively small 

subset of cells capable of withstanding oxygen/glucose short-

age but not of expanding under Bcr/Abl signaling. Thus, it 

is glucose shortage that ultimately drives Bcr/Abl protein 

suppression in low oxygen and the consequent acquisition 

of LSC refractoriness to IM.

On the basis of all this, we hypothesized66,68 that 

“ischemic” stem cell niches are established where glucose 

gets close to exhaustion within the core of the “hypoxic” 

niches. Such an occurrence is very likely to characterize the 

hyperplastic BM of CML patients. Indeed, tissue conditions 

resembling ischemia rather than hypoxia, where glucose 

supply in addition to that of oxygen is insufficient for long 

enough to affect cell viability, have been shown in neopla-

sias.86,87 On the other hand, the existence of “ischemic” stem 

cell niches appears also compatible with normal BM. In this 

respect, extremely relevant information came from Winkler 

et al88 and Lévesque and Winkler.89 They showed that blood 

perfusion rather than oxygen diffusion controls the hierarchi-

cal distribution of HSCs/HPCs in normal BM. With modern 

technologies, Lévesque, Winkler, and coworkers elaborated 

on a number of classical studies of blood and nutrient sup-

ply to BM.90–94 They hypothesized that the niches hosting 
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the most primitive HSCs reside in tissue areas at very low 

blood perfusion. This would imply very low concentrations 

of blood-borne nutrients and oxygen, as well as the lowest 

dilution (by blood flow) of locally secreted soluble factors 

supporting HSC maintenance within the niche.87,88 On this 

basis, CML cells selectively maintained within the hypoxic/

ischemic niches where HSCs reside may well correspond to 

the LSCs responsible for MRD.66,68

The “ischemic” versus the “hypoxic”  
LSC niche and cancer stem cell models
Figure 2 depicts the relationship of the “ischemic” to 

the “hypoxic” stem cell niche in CML. The “ischemic” 

niche would represent the site of Bcr/Abl-independent 

self-renewal as well as of the maintenance of dynamic, 

IM-resistant MRD. Moving from these sites to neighboring 

areas where oxygen tension is still low but glucose concen-

tration is higher (the “hypoxic” niche), LSCs would undergo 

the rescue of Bcr/Abl protein expression and thereby an 

enhanced Bcr/Abl-stimulated self-renewal. Eventually, 

clonal expansion would be triggered in better-oxygenated 

tissue areas (the vascular niche), from which relapse of 

disease would be driven.

Two “alternative” models have been proposed to define 

the origin of cancer stem cells: the cancer stem cell in 

normal stem cell and the cancer stem cell in progenitor 

cell models.95 We propose that CML fits both models, the 

former describing Bcr/Abl protein-negative LSCs capable 

of Bcr/Abl-independent self-renewal and the latter self-

renewing cells where Bcr/Abl protein expression is rescued 

(LSCs/LPCs in Figure 2). We believe that quiescent LSCs 

represent just a subset of cells exhibiting the LSC phenotype83 

and that the LSCs/LPCs phenotype fits at best with that of 

the CML cells, characterized by a relatively low sensitivity 

to IM described in some studies.72,73,80–83,96 Figure 2 also 

shows that a stochastically determined minority of Bcr/Abl 

protein-expressing cells would always maintain the capacity 

to undergo the environment-enforced, bottom-up chiaroscuro 

shift, returning to the Bcr/Abl protein-negative LSC phe-

notype capable of sustaining MRD. All this is very well in 

keeping with the current view of CML as a stem cell-derived 

but progenitor cell-driven disease.97

Conclusion
The experimental data summarized in the previous para-

graph indicated that, to ensure efficient maintenance of 
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LSCs capable of sustaining MRD, the restrictions applied 

upon the leukemia-regeneration machinery by low oxy-

gen tension are not sufficient unless glucose shortage 

occurs. Such a scenario made it necessary to introduce the 

“ ischemic” stem cell niche concept. The proposed model 

suggests that Bcr/Abl protein is suppressed when and where 

glucose shortage occurs, which is facilitated in “hypoxia” 

due to the Pasteur effect. CML cell capacity to withstand 

“ischemia” implies the bypassing of requirements for 

Bcr/Abl signaling and, as far as LSCs are concerned, a 

sort of “reversion” to a normal stem cell phenotype, also 

resistant to oxygen and glucose shortage. On the other 

hand, in “hypoxic” but not “ischemic” niches, Bcr/Abl 

protein expression (or reexpression following suppression 

in ischemia) is allowed.

Our model allows, on one hand, to include the more 

immature CML cell compartments within the range of effec-

tiveness of IM, as IM would affect LSC/LPC in the same way 

it affects all other leukemic cells, as long as they express 

Bcr/Abl protein (ie, within the vascular or the “hypoxic” 

stem cell niches). On the other hand, our model predicts that 

refractoriness to IM occurs in LSCs that are devoid of Bcr/

Abl protein-dependent growth advantage over normal HSCs 

(ie, within the “ischemic” stem cell niches), independently of 

their cycling or quiescence. This scenario would confer upon 

LSCs the capacity to divide and even increase numerically 

under IM treatment, but not to outnumber HSCs,98 which is 

most probably crucial to the maintenance of disease at sub-

clinical levels. The model explains well the observation that 

relapse of disease upon discontinuation of IM treatment often 

occurs in patients where there is no evidence of “molecular” 

resistance to IM (ie, due to changes of Bcr/Abl molecule), and 

who therefore typically respond well to the reintroduction of 

IM after relapse.99 Such an outcome would be impossible if a 

secondary mutation of IM binding to Bcr/Abl protein in a cell 

clone were the cause of relapse. On the contrary, the rescue 

of sensitivity to IM is obviously compatible with the rescue 

of expression of wild-type Bcr/Abl protein in CML cells that 

expand when disease is to return to a clinical phase.

One of the most relevant conclusions we can draw from 

all this is at the translational level. The data that led us to 

put forward the “ischemic” stem cell niche model also 

definitely led us to predict that even the next generations  

of Bcr/Abl-active TKis will fail to suppress MRD. This 

prediction is already progressing towards confirmation, as 

second-generation Bcr/Abl inhibitors do not seem to ensure 

CML suppression, although they exhibit an enhanced action 

on the bulk of the CML cell population.100
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